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Abstract
The objectives of this study were to verify thermal properties, degree of conversion, and morphological features of several

dimethacrylate polymers with different glycerol content and obtain the better proportion system to decrease cost of final

polymer. These polymers were synthesized by photopolymerization, which has economic and ecological advantages. The

glycerol can be used as a coinitiator in photopolymerization and has the advantage of being inexpensive and non-toxic;

thus, it is in the scope of the green chemistry principles. Simultaneous thermogravimetry–differential thermal analysis and

derivative thermogravimetric, differential scanning calorimetry, middle infrared spectroscopy, and scanning electronic

microscopy were used to determine thermal properties, degree of conversion, and morphological characteristics of poly-

mers obtained. The thermoanalytical results showed that glycerol addition in the dimethacrylate system caused few

modifications in the thermal stability of the polymer and thermal events when compared with pure polymers (without

glycerol). Two dimethacrylate systems (UDMA/glycerol and Bis-GMA/glycerol) showed good results for conversion

degree and morphological aspects when compared with pure systems.
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Introduction

Photocuring techniques of polymerization are interesting

due to their ease of synthesis, economic and ecological

benefits, fast curing, low energy demand, ability to perform

at room temperature, low toxicity, and relatively inexpen-

sive cost, when compared to common thermal methods for

polymerization [1–8]. All these advantages are in agree-

ment with the green chemistry principles [9, 10]. This type

of polymerization is widely used to obtain new materials,

such as biomaterials, coatings, optical materials, and

composites [6, 11–16]. Dimethacrylate monomers are

easily polymerized by radical systems and have broad

applicability. The following monomers are used: diur-

ethane dimethacrylate (UDMA), triethylene glycol

dimethacrylate (TEGDMA), bisphenol a glycerolate (Bis-

GMA), and bisphenol a ethoxylate (Bis-EMA); these are

the most used monomers to produce biomaterials and in

industry. The two-component (Type II) method is the most

widely used in photopolymerization (polymerization by

UV or visible light), applying camphorquinone as initiator

and coinitiators such as ethyl-p-dimethylaminobenzoate,

which can be combined with glycerol [17–20], which is a

non-toxic compound and is considered as ‘‘generally rec-

ognized as safe’’ (GRAS) [21].

Thermoanalytical techniques such as simultaneous

thermogravimetry–differential thermal analysis (TG–DTA)

and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) are used in

order to determine their thermal stability, degradation

steps, glass transition, melt, and polymer temperature cure

in other works [22–24]. To verify the extent to which

polymerization occurs when using different ratios of

glycerol in the dimethacrylate systems, middle infrared

spectroscopy (MIR) could be used [17–20]. Scanning
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electron microscope (SEM) is widely used to analyze the

morphological aspects of the polymers [25, 26].

The addition of glycerol in the dimethacrylate systems

could be advantageous due to the decrease in polymer cost

because less dimethacrylate monomer is used in the

process.

Experimental

Preparation of photoinitiator solution

The photoinitiator solutions were made by dissolving

0.01 mol of camphorquinone (CQ) 97% (Aldrich) in

10 mL of acetone P. A (Aldrich) with 0.01 mol of ethyl-p-

dimethylaminobenzoate 99% (Aldrich). Then, 0.2 mL of

this solution was added to the monomeric mixtures.

Preparation of the monomeric mixtures

To prepare the monomeric mixtures, each dimethacrylate

monomer (UDMA, TEGDMA, Bis-EMA, and Bis-GMA,

Aldrich) was added into four individual plastic containers,

each with 0.01 mol of the monomer, for a total of 16

containers. Then, in four different containers (one of each

monomer), 0.01 mol of glycerol (Merck) was added. This

process was repeated by adding 0.03 and 0.05 mol of

glycerol in each monomer. One container per monomer

remained without glycerol, as a control. Thus, in end, 16

different mixtures were obtained. The polymers were

named as PMonomer name- system number (monomer/

glycerol), for example, the UDMA polymer without glyc-

erol as called PUDMA, and the polymer (0.01 mol of

monomer) mixture with 0.01 mol of glycerol as called

PUDMA 11, in the same way, the polymer with 0.01 mol

of monomer and 0.03 mol of glycerol was called PUDMA

13. Therefore, all the samples names are: PUDMA,

PUDMA 11, PUDMA 13, PUDMA 15, PTEGDMA,

PTEGDMA 11, PTEGDMA 13, PTEGDMA 15, PGMA,

PGMA 11, PGMA 13, PGMA 15, PEMA, PEMA 11,

PEMA 13, and PEMA 15.

Photopolymerization

The final mixtures containing monomers and initiator

system were photopolymerized using the light emission

equipment D-2000 (DMC Ltd., São Carlos, SP, Brazil),

which uses LED to emit blue light in the 430–490 nm

range, as specified by the manufacturer. The mixtures were

placed in a Teflon mold, 1.5 mm in depth and 3.0 mm in

diameter, and were polymerized for 400 s. After that, the

cured polymers underwent thermal and microscopic

analyses.

Sample characterization

Thermal analysis: thermogravimetry (TG),
differential thermal analysis (DTA),
and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

Simultaneous TG–DTA curves for each polymer were

obtained using the thermal analysis system from Netzsch,

model STA 449 F3. Approximately, 15 mg of sample was

measured and placed in a 70-mL a-alumina open crucible.

The parameters were set at a heating rate of 10.0 �C min-1

and a flow rate of 50.0 mL min-1 in a dry air atmosphere.

The temperature range was from 30.0 to 800.0 �C.
The DSC analyses were obtained on Mettler-Toledo

equipment, model DSC 1 Stare System, using 40-lL closed

aluminum crucibles with perforated lids, samples of about

10 mg without previous thermal treatment, a heating rate

of 10.0 �C min-1 in dry air atmosphere, and a

50.0 mL min-1 flow rate. The first cooling step was per-

formed from 25.0 to - 35.0 �C, with isotherm at

- 35.0 �C for 10 min. Then, the first heating step was

performed from - 35.0 to 130.0 �C. The second cooling

step was carried out from 130.0 to - 35.0 �C (isotherm at

- 35.0 �C for 10 min). The second heating step was equal

to first one (- 35.0–130.0 �C). Finally, the third cooling

step was performed from 130.0 to 25.0 �C.

Middle infrared spectroscopy (MIR)

To calculate the degree of conversion for each polymer, a

spectrophotometer from Bruker, model Vertex 70, was

used. The equipment was operated in the range of 4000–

400 cm-1. Monomeric mixtures were placed over the

diamond crystal and polymerized, while the transmittance

(T%) of each sample was collected. Data were collected

every 10 s, and 40 measurements were made for all sam-

ples. Equation (1) was used to quantify the degree of

conversion for each sample [19, 20, 27, 28].

DC %ð Þ ¼ 1� Tt¼x C ¼ Cð Þ
Tt¼0 C ¼ Cð Þ

� �
� �1000ð Þ ð1Þ

This formula was used to calculate the percent of degree

of conversion (DC) using the transmittance of double

carbon bonds (C = C) present in the monomer. Transmit-

tance of the C = C bond can be observed near the

wavenumber 1640 cm-1. At the initial time (t = 0), a

minimum transmittance is observed at this wave number,

as polymerization has not yet begun. At any other future

time (t = x), the transmittance increases, as polymerization

occurs and double bonds are cleaved. With this input of

data and applying Eq. (1), the degree of conversion over

time was plotted in graphs.
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Scanning electronic microscopy (SEM)

To study of the morphology of the polymer, an EVO LS15

scanning electronic microscope from Zeiss was used.

Preparation of the samples involved powdering them,

placing them over a carbon adhesive, and finally plating

them with gold. The voltage was set at 15 kV, and the

samples were magnified 1000 times in a high vacuum

environment (10-3 Pa).

Results and discussion

Photopolymerization

The reaction was initiated with free radical photoinitiators.

The CQ absorbed visible light in the spectrum of

400–550 nm, reaching an excited state and withdrawing a

hydrogen atom (H.) from the tertiary amine or glycerol

[17–20], to produce a primary radical. Figure 1 shows the

reaction of initiator formation by light.

The radical triggers the homolytic cleavage in p bonds

(C = C) on dimethacrylate monomers, which produces

new radicals that propagate the reaction to form the poly-

mer [19, 20, 27, 29]; this mechanism can be viewed in

Fig. 2a. The literature describes that radicals in glycerol

dehydrate and form alkene compounds and water (Fig. 2b)

[30–32].

Thermal analysis: thermogravimetry (TG),
differential thermal analysis (DTA),
and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

The TG–DTA curves of the UDMA polymers are presented

simultaneously in Fig. 3a–d. To better visualize the ther-

mal mass loss events of each polymer, DTG was applied to

TG curves and these curves are shown along with the TG–

DTA curves.

The TG/DTG–DTA curve for PUDMA (Fig. 3a) shows

that this polymer is stable up to 213.8 �C with four mass

loss steps, the first one related to solvent evaporation, and

the others three related to polymer decomposition. The TG/

DTG-DTA curves for PUDMA 11 (Fig. 3b), PUDMA 13

(Fig. 3c), and PUDMA 15 (Fig. 3d) indicate that these

polymers have a lower thermal stability than PUDMA

(145.2, 147.0, and 147.2 �C, respectively). All of them

exhibit a first mass loss related to solvent/water byproduct

evaporation and second mass loss step associated with

polymer degradation and residual glycerol evaporation;

this step is related to exothermic peak at 193.1 in DTA

curve. Furthermore, no residual mass was observed after

the end of the analysis. In summary, the addition of glyc-

erol provides the decrease in thermal stability when com-

pared to PUDMA (polymer without glycerol); however,

amount of glycerol did not interfere in the temperature

stability considering systems with glycerol.

The TG/DTG-DTA curves for PTEGDMA, PTEGDMA

11, 13, and 15 are shown in Fig. 3e–h. The PTEGDMA is

stable up to 132.6 �C with overlapping decompositions

steps related to exothermic peak at 160.3 and 240.5 �C in

DTA curve. The curves for PTEGDMA 11, 13, and 15

show similar thermal stabilities (121.0, 123.2, and

125.3 �C, respectively), but less than PTEGDMA. It is

noted that the addition of glycerol into the TEGDMA

systems decreases the thermal stability close to 10.0 �C,
while in the UDMA system this variation is 66.0 �C.
Another observation is that the PTEGDMA 13 and 15

exhibited five steps of mass loss, one more than the

PTEGDMA and PTEGDMA 11; this extra mass loss step

(123.2–225.0 �C) is associated with glycerol excess. It is

important to emphasize that the glycerol excess did not

interfere in thermal stability; however, it affected the

degree of conversion and the morphology (which will be

discussed forward).

Bis-GMA polymer TG–DTA curves (Fig. 3i) indicate

that the sample was stable up to 227.6 �C with four steps of

mass loss, the first one related to evaporation (solvent/water

byproduct) and the consecutive three steps related to poly-

mer degradation. The samples PGMA 11, and PGMA 13

(Fig. 3j, k, respectively) exhibited five steps of mass loss,

one more than PGMA (associated with glycerol excess).

Both samples showed a lower thermal stability (140.1 and

134.8 �C, respectively) than the PGMA. Notwithstanding,

the PGMA 15 (Fig. 3l) exhibited thermal stability at

142.3 �C, which similar to PGMA 11 and 13, however,

showed four steps of mass loss, near to PGMA.

Finally, the TG–DTA curves for Bis-EMA polymer

(Fig. 3m) noted that the sample had a thermal stability at

165.2 �Cand had threemass loss steps; the first one related to

solvent evaporation and the last two related to sample

degradation. However, the polymers with glycerol in their

structure, PEMA11, 13, and 15 (Fig. 3n–p), had less thermal

stability than PEMA (Fig. 3m) 145.2, 141.9, and 141.3 �C,
respectively.Moreover, these systems showed fourmass loss

steps, which was observed to PTEGDMA 11, 13 and 15; the

little change in thermal stability (approximately 20.0 �C)
provides change in degree of conversion and morphology,

which will be discussed later. Table 1 summarizes the

findings from all samples.

CQ
hν

Radical initiator

HO

OH

OH

(I
.
)

Fig. 1 Reaction for radical initiator formation
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Due to the similarity of DSC curves of each monomer

using different glycerol ratios, only curves for system 13

(0.01 mol of dimethacrylate monomer for 0.03 mol of

glycerol) are shown in Fig. 4; Table 2 shows the details of

temperature peak, glass transition, and enthalpy for all

polymers. The DSC curves for other systems can be viewed

in the supplementary material (Figures S1, S2, and S3).

The cyclic DSC curves depict the characteristic thermal

events (such as evaporation, glass transition, and melting)

of each polymer, which is consistent with the literature

[19, 33]. Furthermore, these data show that glycerol did not

affect the thermal events.

The DSC curve for PUDMA 13 (Fig. 4a) and the other

samples (Figure S1a, S2a, and S3a) did not present any

thermal event at any cooling stage. However, in the first

heating stage, an endothermic event in the range of

16.0–126.8 �C (DH = 15.3 J g-1) occurred due to solvent/

water evaporation (highlighted in red) [19, 20]. In the

second heating stage, no thermal event was observed.

Furthermore, the added glycerol did not provide any dif-

ferent thermal event (glass transition and polymerization)

in UDMA systems.

The DSC curve for PTEGDMA 13 (Fig. 4b) illustrated

two thermal events in the first heating stage. Thus, the first

thermal event was an endothermic peak at 72.8 �C
(DH = 52.0 J g-1), indicating volatilization (highlighted

in red), and the second event was an exothermic peak at

126.8 �C (DH = 31.4 J g-1), indicating thermal cure of

residual monomers (highlighted in purple) [19, 34]. In the

cooling stages, no thermal events were observed. The

PTEGDMA (Figure S1b) and PTEGDMA 11 (Figure S2b)

exhibited similar DSC curves, in the first heating step was

observed just the endothermic event associated with

evaporation, and no exothermic event related to polymer-

ization was observed. However, the sample PTEGDMA 15

(Figure S3b) presented in the first heating step an

endothermic event (associated with evaporation) and an

exothermic peak related to polymerization (129.7 �C). As
observed, the glycerol excess provides the thermal

polymerization, which indicates the low degree of con-

version (by photopolymerization); this topic will be better

discussed later.

In the DSC curves of PGMA 13 (Fig. 4c) and the other

samples PGMA, PGMA 11, and PGMA 15 (Figure S1c,

S2c, and S3c, respectively), an endothermic peak was

observed in the first heating stage related to acetone/water

byproduct evaporation (highlighted in red), with peak at

81.8 �C (DH = 55.7 J g-1). Furthermore, in the second

heating stage, a glass transition (Tg, highlighted in blue)

occurred, which was calculated with the midpoint follow-

ing ASTM E1356 [35]: TgPGMA = 15.0 �C,
TgPGMA 11 = 12.4 �C, and TgPGMA 13 = 16.6 �C; however,
it was not possible to calculate the Tg for PGMA 15 due to

its low intensity. Is not observed a correlation between

glycerol amount in the polymer systems and Tg midpoint,

although the intensity of glass transition decreases when

the glycerol amount increases in systems, this information

suggests that glycerol plays role as plasticizers in the

polymer structure, due to hydrogen bonding between –OH

groups present in glycerol and Bis-GMA structures. This

effect is observed in other polymers in the literature

[36–38]. In the cooling stages, no thermal events were

observed for all samples.

The DSC curves for PEMA, PEMA 11, 13, and 15

(Fig. 4d, S1d, S2d, and S3d, respectively) showed two

endothermic thermal events, in the first heating stage. The

first event was associated to the melting of residual mono-

mers [33], however, to PEMA 15, this event was not possible

to observe, due to the overlapping by the second endothermic

event (evaporation process, which was observed in all the

samples). The melting enthalpies (DfusH) in the first heating

stage were: DfusHPEMA = 2.1 J g-1, DfusHPEMA 11 =

1.5 J g-1, and DfusHPEMA 13 = 0.8 J g-1. The second heat-

ing stage exhibited just one endothermic event related to

melting of residual monomers (highlighted in green) for all

the samples (DfusHPEMA = 2.6 J g-1, DfusHPEMA 11 =

15.7 J g-1, DHPEMA 13 = 3.1 J g-1, and DfusHPEMA 15 =

3.2 J g-1). This monomermelting is expected, due to the low
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Fig. 2 Reaction mechanism: propagation and termination for polymers (a) and glycerol dehydration by radical (b)
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conversion to polymer by photopolymerization; furthermore,

no crystallization event (exothermic) was observed in the

cooling stages, because this is a gradual process [33]. More-

over, the glycerol increase causes a little decrease in melting

temperature, as observed in Table 2.

Middle infrared spectroscopy (MIR)

The conversion degree of dimethacrylate polymers can be

viewed in Fig. 5. The reaction velocity is practically the

same regardless of glycerol ratio for all samples. In the first

20 s, the PUDMA (Fig. 5a) had the highest degree of

conversion at 51.91%, followed by PUDMA 13 (47.91%),
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Table 1 Thermal events of temperature (h), mass loss (Dm), and temperature peak (TP) observed in each TG–DTA curve steps of polymers

Polymers 1st step 2nd step 3rd step 4th step 5th step

PUDMA h �C 30–213.8 213.8–373.1 373.1–474.1 474.1–623.9 –

Dm/% 3.29 54.99 31.11 10.17 –

TP/ �C – 270.1–340.7** 444.1: 505.2: –

PUDMA 11 h �C 30.0–145.2 145.2–229.1 229.1–381.7 381.7–466.6 466.6–643.0

Dm/% 5.18 14.15 61.15 9.85 9.67

TP/ �C – 193.1: 265.0:; 334.6:; 380.0: 439.8 : 505.4 :
PUDMA 13 h �C 30.0–110.8 147.0–237.6 237.6–371.2 371.2–611.5 –

Dm/% 7.24 23.22 55.94 13.53 –

TP/ �C – 196.3: 331.3: 380.0:; 504.6: –

PUDMA 15 h �C 30.0–110.0 147.2–252.3 252.3–371.6 371.6–607.5 –

Dm/% 6.34 42.77 42.58 8.31 –

TP/ �C – 193.6: 333.1 :; 378.3 : 433.1–619.2* –

PTEGDMA h �C 30.0–117.3 132.6–294.6 294.6–456.6 456.6–607.9 –

Dm/% 0.14 42.50 49.00 8.28 –

TP/ �C – 160.3 :; 240.5 : 380.7 ; 503.1 : –

PTEGDMA 11 h �C 30.0–121.0 121.0–293.0 293.0–453.6 453.6–597.0 –

Dm/% 4.29 38.44 38.99 6.59 –

TP/ �C – 158.1 :; 237.8: 335.2 :; 378.2 ; 495.0 : –

PTEGDMA 13 h �C 30.0–123.2 123.2–225.0 225.0–354.2 354.2–457.0 457.0–606.1

Dm/% 3.97 15.46 49.45 27.14 3.95

TP/ �C – 149.4 :; 209.1 ; 296.7 : 360.2 :; 409.4 : 447.6–592.8*

PTEGDMA 15 h �C 30.0–125.3 125.3–210.2 210.2–341.2 341.2–459.9 459.9–596.7

Dm/% 1.81 7.21 48.57 33.71 5.00

TP/ �C – 149.6 :; 202.4 ; 270.3 : 363.6 :; 401.3 : 495.0 :
PGMA h �C 30.0–227.6 227.6––387.5 387.5–464.7 464.7–650.7 –

Dm/ % 3.10 35.87 23.26 36.32 –

TP/ �C – 366.9: 403.3–462.8* 548.8 : –

PGMA 11 h �C 30.0–92.8 140.1–252.5 252.5–383.4 383.4–465.1 465.1–631.3

Dm/% 3.94 13.83 29.92 23.35 28.74

TP/ �C – 163.3–246.0** 369.6 : 411.2–464.2* 542.1 :
PGMA 13 h �C 30.0–104.5 134.8–249.4 249.4–384.8 384.8–458.5 458.5–633.8

Dm/% 4.13 22.26 28.12 16.75 27.79

TP/ �C – 221.4 ; 355.8 : 400.9–466.2* 543.8 :
PGMA 15 h �C 30.0–119.4 142.3–257.7 257.7–398.9 398.9–594.4 –

Dm/% 8.34 34.39 36.92 19.06 –

TP/ �C – 232.8 ; 363.4: 502.9 : –

PEMA h �C 30.0–99.3 165.2–442.8 442.8–609.7 – –

Dm/% 3.46 85.73 10.81 – –

TP/ �C – 227.3 :; 367.7 : 513.1 : – –

PEMA 11 h �C 30.0–113.7 145.2–242.4 242.4–426.5 426.5–604.9 –

Dm/% 7.23 19.62 63.55 9.02 –

TP/ �C – 202.2 : 355.9 : 509.2 : –

PEMA 13 h �C 30.0–114.3 141.9–249.6 249.6–405.9 405.9–585.0 –

Dm/% 10.45 37.75 42.29 6.82 –

TP/ �C – 206.5 : 319.7 : 507.6 : –

PEMA 15 h �C 30.0–116.5 141.3–253.9 253.9–425.6 425.6–582.9 –

Dm/% 10.69 36.93 46.35 4.50 –

TP/ �C – 203.3 : 354.5 : 498.9 : –

*exotherm; : = exo up; ; = endo down; **endotherm
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PUDMA 15 (47.59%), and PUDMA 11 (45.05%); all the

polymers at this time exhibited rigid characteristic. This

behavior of conversion velocity was observed for all other

times. At the end of the analysis (400 s), the total degree of

conversion of PUDMAwas 75.83%, followed byPUDMA13

(71.65%); the PUDMA11andPUDMA15had lower degrees

of conversion, about 66.88 and 67.52%, respectively. Hence,

the addition of glycerol in the system did not modify the

reaction velocity and only slightly change the total degree of

conversion, which could be due to the good miscibility of

glycerol in UDMA and the formation of radical in glycerol

that promotes the polymerization.

The TEGDMA system (Fig. 5b) showed no significant

difference in the degree of conversion in the first 50 s for

PTEGDMA (19.19%), PTEGDMA 11 (20.91%), and

PTEGDMA 13 (16.39%). It was not possible to calculate

the degree of conversion for PTEGDMA 15, due to the

immiscibility of the glycerol in the TEGDMA, forming two

reagent phases. However, by 300 s, a huge difference in the

degree of conversion was observed in these three systems.

Hence, the total degree of conversion was higher for

PTEGDMA (79.80%), followed by PTEGDMA 11

(54.61%) and PTEGDMA 13 (35.80%). The addition of

glycerol in the TEGDMA monomer was not advantageous,

because the glycerol reduces the degree of conversion and

spoils the polymer morphology. (This topic will be dis-

cussed later.)

The Bis-GMA system (Fig. 5c) had similar behavior as

the UDMA system, but with a lower reaction velocity and

total degree of conversion. In the first 20 s, the PGMA 13

showed a lower conversion (11.68%) than the other three

systems (PGMA = 21.47%, PGMA 11 = 23.86%, and

PGMA 15 = 21.73%). Thus, at the end of the measure-

ment the PGMA obtained 51.38% degree of conversion,

which was lower than PGMA 11 (53.62%). Therefore, the

Bis-GMA monomer system is very feasible to produce

polymers with good conversion using 0.01 mol of glycerol

because the PGMA 11 showed good conversion velocity

and total conversion. However, adding glycerol greater

than 0.01 mol spoiled the polymer conversion.

Finally, the Bis-EMA monomer system with different

glycerol contents (Fig. 5d) obtained lower conversion,

even for PEMA. At the end of the measurement, just

34.37% of monomers were converted to polymer in

PGMA. The conversion decrease with glycerol addition

(PEMA 15 = 6.48%) could be due to the immiscibility of

the reagents, similar to that observed for the TEGDMA

system. All conversion systems for each monomer are

presented in Table 3.

Table 2 Evaporation temperature range (Tevap), evaporation enthalpy

(DHevap), polymerization temperature peak (Tpol), polymerization

enthalpy (DHpol), melt temperature peak (Tmelt) of heating step, melt

enthalpy (DHmelt) of heating step, and glass transition temperature

midpoint (Tgmidpoint), observed in cycle DSC

Polymer Tevap/ �C DHevap/J g
-1 Tpol/ �C DHpol/J g

-1 Tmelt/ �C DHmelt/J g
-1 Tgmidppoint/

a �C

PUDMA 29.7–120.5 4.5 – – – – –

PUDMA 11 40.0–119.0 3.0 – – – – –

PUDMA 13 16.0–136.8 15.3 – – – – –

PUDMA 15 2.1–127.6 16.3 – – – – –

PTEGDMA 9.8–97.3 4.5 – – – – –

PTEGDMA 11 12.4–127.7 112.0 – – – – –

PTEGDMA 13 7.1–113.8 58.3 126.8 31.4 – – –

PTEGDMA 15 8.5–101.9 36.2 129.7 b – – –

PGMA 35.0–130.0 10.7 – – – – 15.0

PGMA 11 c c – – – – 12.4

PGMA 13 12.5–121.0 55.7 – – – – 16.6

PGMA 15 17.7––128.9 133.4 – – – – b

PEMA 17.1–125.8 59.8 – – 13.9 2.6 –

PEMA 11 18.4–128.3 126.2 – – 11.0 15.7 –

PEMA 13 18.4–128.9 136.1 – – 10.9 3.1 –

PEMA 15 24.3–127.6 95.7 – – 9.7 3.2 –

aCalculate following the ASTM E1356
bNot possible to calculate
cNot possible to calculate due to the events overlapping (evaporation and Tg)
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Fig. 5 Degree of conversion of all polymers with different glycerol ratios: UDMA polymers (a), TEGDMA polymers (b), Bis-GMA polymers

(c), and Bis-EMA polymers (d)

Table 3 Degree of conversion

(%) of monomers to polymers

with different glycerol ratios

Polymers 10 s/% 20 s/% 50 s/% 100 s/% 200 s/% 300 s/% 400 s/%

PUDMA 44.39 51.91 61.28 65.37 72.01 75.16 75.83

PUDMA 11 29.98 45.05 54.78 58.41 62.04 63.72 66.88

PUDMA 13 37.43 47.91 59.07 63.25 67.35 70.59 71.95

PUDMA 15 37.82 47.59 55.49 59.25 61.39 62.89 67.52

PTEGDMA 7.94 12.99 19.19 32.65 50.89 69.85 79.80

PTEGDMA 11 7.82 12.32 20.91 29.75 38.75 48.09 54.61

PTEGDMA 13 5.06 9.48 16.39 21.65 28.95 31.19 35.80

PGMA 9.81 21.47 32.09 36.38 44.85 48.65 51.38

PGMA 11 13.05 23.86 34.84 41.62 48.35 49.64 53.62

PGMA 13 6.45 11.68 22.41 28.65 37.21 38.57 40.08

PGMA 15 15.62 21.73 28.02 36.02 39.86 41.46 43.81

PEMA 2.99 6.82 12.16 17.30 25.01 31.12 34.37

PEMA 11 2.48 4.89 5.63 8.66 8.89 13.99 14.37

PEMA 13 2.19 3.26 5.51 5.65 7.47 10.78 11.72

PEMA 15 1.33 2.10 2.96 5.17 5.96 5.54 6.48
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Scanning electronic microscopy (SEM)

All the SEM images are shown in Figs. 6–9. The PUDMA

image (Fig. 6a) shows a sample with a cracked surface;

however, the glycerol addition caused formation of some

pores on the surface (Fig. 6b). The porosity is increased

with the addition of glycerol, as shown in Fig. 6c, d.

Considering the conversion data, the sample PUDMA 13

had conversion close to PUDMA and is more porous than

PUDMA. Furthermore, the system PUDMA 13 results in

the same polymer volume that PUDMA, using 75% less of

monomer; therefore, this system was considered the best

sample in the UDMA system.

Fig. 6 SEM analysis in magnification of 9 300 for PUDMA (a), PUDMA 11 (b), PUDMA 13 (c), PUDMA 15 (d)

Fig. 7 SEM analysis in magnification of 9 300 for PTEGDMA (a), PTEGDMA 11 (b), PTEGDMA 13 (c), PTEGDMA 15 (d)
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The SEM images of polymers obtained using the

monomer TEGDMA are shown in Fig. 7. Note the for-

mation of spheres with a smooth surface, without any

pores. This result was expected, due to the low conversion

provided by the immiscibility between glycerol and

TEGDMA.

The SEM images of polymers obtained using the

monomer Bis-GMA are shown in Fig. 8. The PGMA and

PGMA 11 samples have the same morphology, without

pores or spheres. Nevertheless, the PGMA 13 and PGMA

15 samples showed agglomerated spheres; thus, a glycerol

Fig. 8 SEM analysis in magnification of 9 300 for PGMA (a), PGMA 11 (b), PGMA 13 (c), PGMA 15 (d)

Fig. 9 SEM analysis in magnification of 9 300 for PEMA (a), PEMA 11 (b), PEMA 13 (c), PEMA 15 (d)
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quantity superior than 50% in the system modified the

conversion and morphology of the polymers.

The system using Bis-EMA monomer is shown in

Fig. 9. The SEM image of PEMA illustrates a polymer

with fractures due to maceration. Adding glycerol in the

system causes morphology change, and the large quantity

of pores in PEMA 13 and PEMA 15 gives the appearance

of ‘‘beehives.’’ Therefore, the addition of glycerol in Bis-

EMA monomer harms the total conversion and changes the

polymer morphology. However, these porous polymers

could be tested as filters or adsorbents.

Conclusions

The new polymers created by photopolymerization using

dimethacrylate monomers and glycerol were obtained fol-

lowing the green chemistry principles, with no use of toxic

solvents, no generation of residues, no use of thermal

energy to obtain polymers, and use of renewable reagent

(glycerol, biomass). These polymers with glycerol in the

structure had a lower thermal stability as observed in the

TG/DTG curves, which could be due to evaporation of

non-reacted glycerol, water byproduct, or fragile crosslink

structure. In the DSC curves of polymers from UDMA,

TEGDMA, and Bis-EMA, no changes were observed in the

thermal events with glycerol addition. However, the DSC

curve for PGMA shows a modification of the polymer glass

transition (Tg) with glycerol addition; this event changed

the intensity, which suggests that glycerol worked as a

plasticizer.

The addition of glycerol in the photopolymerization of

UDMA was positive in the velocity and total conversion, as

seen in PUDMA 13 (71.95%), close to PUDMA (75.83%).

It was even observed for Bis-GMA, which showed a

superior conversion to PGMA 11 (53.62%) when compared

to PGMA (51.38%). In summary, the glycerol addition in

the UDMA and Bis-GMA systems did not harm the poly-

merization and the total conversion. However, the glycerol

addition in the TEGDMA and Bis-EMA system was not

positive, causing lower conversion velocity and less total

conversion.

The SEM images showed that the glycerol added in the

UDMA system generates pores in the polymer surface,

which is explained by residual glycerol. Hence, the MIR

results together with the SEM images established that the

best system was PUDMA 13, which used 75% less

monomer in the syntheses. For the TEGDMA system,

spheres formed when glycerol was added. The PGMA and

PGMA 11 had the same morphology (no pores or spheres);

however, the PGMA 13 and PGMA 15 showed agglom-

erated spheres in their structures. Finally, the Bis-EMA

system exhibited lower conversion with added glycerol as

well as a greater quantity of pores.
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